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䉴䊁䉞䊷䊯䊮䉴㩷䊊䊦䊚
ޣ9  24 ᣣࠞ ޤวⴐ࿖ߩἴኂᤨߩᔕߦߪ⋡ⷡߒ߽ߩ߇ࠅ
ࠕࡔࠞߩᣛ߇ߜߎߜߦߪߚߡ߹ߔ࡛ࠢࡘ࠾ޕߔ߹ ޕᏒߩാᢓߥᶖ㒐㓌ຬߚߜߪᢥሼ
ᢎળޔቇᩞޔᐫߡߒߘޔࡦ࠻ࠬޔቛߩኅ ㅢࠅ⥄ಽߚߜߩ↢ࠍෂ㒾ߦߐࠄߒߡᢇഥߦߚࠅ
ߩ೨ߦ߽ᤊ᧦ᣛ߇ߪߚߡ߹ߔ⼊ޕߚߒ߹ ࡛ࠢࡘ࠾ޕኤቭ߿ޔᢇᕆක≮ߩࠬ࠲࠶ࡈߚߜ߽߶ߣ
Ꮢߩ⇇⾏ᤃࡦ࠲ࡆ࡞ߣࡢࠪࡦ࠻ࡦ &% ߩࡍࡦ ࠎߤ⌁ࠄߕߦᢇഥᵴേࠍ⛯ߌ߹ߒߚޕᓐࠄߪ⌀ߩ
࠲ࠧࡦ߇࠹ࡠࠬ࠻ߦ᠄ߐࠇߡࠊߕ߆   ޔᣣᓟߩߜߚࡠࡊࠄࠇߎߪߣ߮ੱޕߔߢߜߚࡠࡅ ޔാᢓ
ੱ߮ߣߪࠕࡔࠞߩᣛࠍឝߍᆎ߹ߒߚޕዊߐߥᣛ ߥⴕേߦ⢷ࠍᛂߚࠇ߹ߒߚߞ߽߽ࠅࠃࠇߘޔߒ߆ߒޕ
߇ⴕ߈߁ゞߩࠕࡦ࠹࠽ߦߟߌࠄࠇޔㇷଢฃߌߦᣛ ߣ⑳ߩᔃࠍᛂߞߚߩߪ৻⥸Ꮢ᳃ߩᔕߢߒߚޕᄛ߇
ࠍ㘼ࠆኅ߽ߚߊߐࠎࠇ߹ߒߚߪߣ߮ੱޕᤊ᧦ᣛࠍ ߌࠆߣޔ႐߆ࠄࠊߕ߆  ࡑࠗ࡞ർߦࠆ⿒චሼ
㘼ࠆߎߣߢᗲ࿖ᔃࠍߘ߁ߣߒߡࠆߩߢߔ࡛ࠢࡘ࠾ ߊߚޕᡰㇱߦߪ  ੱએߩੱ߇ഥߌߦߥࠈ
ߐࠎߩᐫߢޔᤊ᧦ᣛ߇ߞߣ߁㑆ߦᄁࠅಾࠇߡߒ ߁ߣߒነߖߚߩߢߔߩߘޕ႐ߢነઃߩߚߩੱ
߹ߞߚߘ߁ߢߔ߅ޕᐫߢᣛࠍ⾈ߘ߮ࠇߡߒ߹ߞߚ ዊಾᚻࠍಾࠆੱ߽ࠇ߫ߡߒߣࠕࠖ࠹ࡦࡏޔߊ
ੱߪ⢷ߦ⿒ޔ⊕ޔ㕍ߩࡏࡦࠍ㘼ߞߡᗲ࿖ᔃࠍߒ ߚߦ⊓㍳ߔࠆੱޔ₂ⴊߩߚߦ᧪ߚੱ߽ߚߘ߁
ߢߔ⿒ޔߡߒߘޕචሼߩ⡯ຬ߇⠉ᦺ  ᤨߦ࠻࠶ࠢ
ߡ߹ߔޕ
߆ࠄ⩄‛ࠍ㒠ࠈߔߚߦ  ੱߩࡏࡦ࠹ࠖࠕ߇ᔅ
   ᣣߦߎߞߚߎߣߪ߶ߣࠎߤߩੱߦߣߞ
ⷐߛߣ߮߆ߌࠆߣޔᢙಽߩ߁ߜߦᔅⷐߥੱᢙߩੱ
ߡߪℂ⸃ߦ⧰ߒઙߢߒߚޕ᠄ߩߞߚ⠉ᣣ߆
߇ฬਸ਼ࠅࠍߍߚߣ߹ߔ࡛ࠢࡘ࠾ޕᏒߢߩ
ࠄᓟߦߟ߆ߞߚ↢ሽ⠪ߪ৻ੱ߽߅ࠄߕޔ⇇⾏ᤃ
ੱ߮ߣߩߎߩἴኂߦኻߔࠆᔕߪᧄᒰߦࠕࡔࠞࠄ
ࡦ࠲ߢߪ  ੱ߇↢ሽߩ⏕߇ߢ߈ߕࡦࡍޔ
ߒߣᕁ߹ߔޕ
࠲ࠧࡦߢ߽  ੱ߇ᱫߒߚ߽ߩߣߺࠄࠇߡ߹ߔޕ
ታࠞࡔࠕޔวⴐ࿖ో߇₂ⴊߩ߮߆ߌߦ
࠾ࡘࠬߢߪᗲߔࠆ⠪߿ੱߩ↢ሽ߇⏕ߢ߈ߥ
ߔߋߦᔕߒߡ߹ߔ߮ੱ߽ߢⴝߩߎߤߤࠎߣ߶ޕ
߹߹৻❞ߩᏗᦸࠍᝥߡ߈ࠇߕߦࠆੱ߮ߣߩ᭽ሶ╬
ࠍ⚦߆ߊႎߒߩߘޔ᭽ሶߪߡࠆ⠪ߩᔃࠍ✦ ߣߪࠍߞߡ₂ⴊࠍߒߚߩߢߔ߇ߣ߮ੱޕ㐳
ઃߌ߹ߒߚ↹ߩࡆ࠹ޕ㕙ࠍㅢߒߡࠕࡔࠞߩੱ߮ ࠍࠆਛޔᔅⷐߛߞߚⴊᶧߪߞߣ߁㑆ߦ㓸߹ࠅ
ߣߪ∩ߺޔᖤߒߺࠍᦸ⛘ޔಽ߆ߜวߞߡࠆࠃ߁ߢ ߹ߒߚ߅ޕ㊄ߩነઃ߇ᔅⷐߛߣ߁߮߆ߌߦ߽ੱ
߮ߣߪߔߋߦᔕ߃߹ߒߚ࠻ࡦࠪࡢߣ࡛ࠢࡘ࠾ޕ
ߒߚߩࠞࡔࠕޕ࿖ో߇གྷ߈ᖤߒࠎߢ߹ߒߚޕ
ࡦߩⵍኂ⠪ߩߚߦో࿖߆ࠄነઃ߇ߤࠎߤࠎዯ߈߹
ࠕࡔࠞ߇༚ߦߒޔⅽ␕ߩਅ߆ࠄ↢ሽ⠪ࠍ⊒
ߒߚޕ
ߔࠆߎߣ߳ߩᏗᦸࠍᄬߞߡߊਛߢ⑳ߪࡔࠕޔ
ࠕࡔࠞੱߩ৻ੱ߭ߣࠅ߇ⵍޔኂ⠪ߩߚߦ
ࠞߩ♖߇⛘ᦸߩਛ߆ࠄ┙ߜ߇ࠆߩࠍ߹ߒߚޕ
߆ࠍߒߚߣᕁ߹ߒߚࠅߣ߭ੱ৻ߩੱࠞࡔࠕޕ
ᄙߊߩੱߩᔃ߇ᒁ߈ⵚ߆ࠇࠆਛߣ߮ੱߩࠞࡔࠕޔ
߇ߦߚߩࠞࡔࠕޔ߆ࠍߒߚߣᕁ߹ߒߚޕ
ߩᔃߪ৻ߣߥߞߡߞߚߩߢߔޕ
ࠕࡔࠞੱߩ৻ੱ߭ߣࠅ߇ߩߎޔᖤߦ┙ߜะ߆߅
ࠕࡔࠞ⿒චሼߦࠃࠆߣޔ⇇⾏ᤃࡦ࠲߇
߁ߣߒߡࠆࠕࡔࠞࠍࠅߦᕁ߹ߒߚࠄ߆ߛޕ
ᦨೋߦ᠄ߐࠇߡ߆ࠄࠊߕ߆  ᤨ㑆ߩඦ೨  ᤨ߹
ੱ߮ߣߪࠕࡔࠞวⴐ࿖ߩᣛࠍឝߍ߹ߔޕඬᕎߥ࠹
ߢߦޔἴኂᤨߩᢇᷣߩ․⸠✵ࠍฃߌߡࠆ⿒චሼ
ࡠࠬ࠻ߦࠃߞߡᛂ᠄ߣ࡚ࠪ࠶ࠢࠍฃߌߡ߽⽶ߌߡ
ߩ⡯ຬ  ੱએ߇߮㓸ࠄࠇߦࡦ࠲࠶ࡂࡦࡑޔ
ߪߥߪࠞࡔࠕޔ࿕ߊ࿅⚿ߒߡࠆߩߛߣ⸷߃
ߪ  ࡨᚲߩㆱ㔍ᚲ߇⸳⟎ߐࠇߡੱ  ߢߎߘޔએ
ߥ߇ࠄ㨯㨯㨯ޕ
ߩⵍኂ⠪߇ኢࠆᚲࠍਈ߃ࠄࠇߚߣ߹ߔࡔࠕޕ

ᣣᧄ⺆䈪䈜ળ㩷䋯㩷“Let’s Chat in Japanese”
᷼࿖㓙ᵹදળߢߪޔᣣᧄ⺆ࠍീᒝߒߡߡ߽ታ㓙ߦߔᯏળ߇ߥᄖ࿖ੱߩᣇޔᣂߒߊߛߜࠍ
ߟߊࠅߚޔ㗴ߦ⥝ࠍ߅ᜬߜߩᄖ࿖ੱߩᣇࠍኻ⽎ߦޟᣣᧄ⺆ߢߔળࠍޠᲤ╙ੑ  ╙ਃᦐᣣߦ
㐿ߡ߹ߔޕਛ⚖ࡌ࡞ߢߪりㄭߥ㗴ࠍਛᔃߦޔ⚖ࡌ࡞ߢߪᤨ㗴ࠍਛᔃߦ߅ࠍㅴ߹ߔޕ
.%, ࡏࡦ࠹ࠖࠕࠬ࠲࠶ࡈ߇߅ᓙߜߒߡ߅ࠅ߹ߔޕ
ߗ߭৻ᐲߏޔෳടߊߛߐޕ
ᣣߦߜ㧦㧝㧞㧤ᣣ㧔㧕ޔ㧞㧝㧢ᣣ㧔㧕ޔ㧟㧝㧢ᣣ㧔㧕ඦ೨㧝㧝ᤨ㨪㧝㧞ᤨ㧟㧜ಽ
႐ޓᚲ㧦ਃ↰ 00 ࡎ࡞ޓ& ࠬࡍࠬޓ㧔᷼⦼ 㧕
If you do not have any opportunity to speak it out in spite of studying Japanese, or if you want to make friends, and
have an interest in discussion / exchanging of opinions, you are welcome to join our LCJ, “Let’s Chat in Japanese,” meeting. We have intermediate and advanced levels. Let’s have a great fun chatting in Japanese!!
Date: Saturdays, December 8, February 16 and March 16
Time: 11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Place: Mita NN Hall, Space D, 4-1-23 Shiba, Minato-ku
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A Letter from the U.S.A. (30) The Spirit of America
[September 24, 2001]
American flags are everywhere. The Stars and Stripes is
flying at churches, schools, retail stores, restaurants, and in
many people’s front yards. Just a few days after the terrorists’ attack on the World Trade Center in New York City and
the Pentagon, not only in New York and in Washington D.C.,
but all over the country, people started to fly American flags.
Small flags are on antennas of the cars people drive. They
are also on mailboxes in front of many houses. People are
trying to show their patriotism by flying the Stars and Stripes.
Stores quickly sold out all of the American flags on their
shelves. Those who could not fi nd the American fl ag at
stores are wearing red, white, and blue ribbons as another
way of demonstrating their patriotism.
What happened on September 11th was incomprehensible to most of us. No survivors have been pulled out since
the day after the attacks, and 6,453 people are missing in the
World Trade Center attack. There are 189 people missing
or presumed dead at the Pentagon. Extensive news reports
on the efforts to search for survivors and the news coverage
about the people who were holding on to their hopes to
locate loved ones or friends made our hearts bleed. Through
the television screen, American people were sharing the ache,
the sorrow and the feeling of despair. The whole country
was in mourning.
As the U.S. mourns and the hope of finding survivors
under the rubble diminishes, I also witnessed the spirit of
America rise from the despair. While many hearts were torn,
the unity of American people strengthened.
According to the American Red Cross, by 1:00 a.m., only
about 16 hours from the initial attack on the World Trade
Center more than 400 Red Cross trained disaster workers had

Harumi STEPHENS
been called to the area, and 12 Red Cross shelters had been
opened in Manhattan where more than 150 people spent the
night. How the United States responds to national disasteris,
to me, amazing. The brave firefighters of New York City literally risked their lives to save people. The police, the emergency medical staff, all worked with little or no sleep. They
are true heroes. People were moved by the heroic acts of
those professionals. However, what moved me more was the
reaction of the citizens. After daybreak, more than a hundred people flooded the Greater New York chapter of the
Red Cross , three miles north of Ground Zero, to offer help.
They were writing checks, signing up for volunteer work, or
trying to give blood. When a Red Cross staff member asked
for 75 volunteers to show up at 6:00 a.m. the next day to
unload trucks, the sign up list was filled in minutes. The way
people responded to the disaster in New York was uniquely
American.
In fact, across the country, people responded to the call
to give blood. In almost every city in the States, people lined
up to give blood. The blood supply was quickly satisfied,
while people were still lining up to give blood. People also
responded to the need for monetary donations. Across the
nation, money was pouring in to help victims in New York
and in Washington D.C.
Every person in America wanted to do something for
the victims. Every person in America wanted to do something for America. Every person in America is proud of how
America is responding to the tragedy. So people fly the flag
of the United States of America, saying that while America
was stunned and shocked by the cowardly act of the terrorists, we are not defeated and still united.

⢙ᔮᨮ⦼  ⢙ᔮᇉ⥰
= ၚ  ᥅⦼ ?
⸶✽᱂ૹ㑵೧㧘❗㌏㧘௭㧘ᢩ♾㧘ᢩ♾㧘᨞
㍑෴ᑼცᑓᆕᔨ⢿ጾᓄ⸶✽៰ޕ၎ᚽ㟋⣻⑯⼏ബ
ነଦⅶᆊᦳ  ῶ㧘❥ᢿⲁጾ⸶✽㒖ޕᑹᑹ⼏
⸶✽⥶ცᑮ⼏ῶख⽺㧘ጾცᓷ␠სᔨ⼏༘अᔨ㧘
❥ᢿ෴⸶✽ᩘῆེᓷᄬ⼏ីᔮጱથ♾ᢩޕᚢ⼏⸶
✽ⅶ㧫᧮එ⣢㧘⍴༺ᛯ᱂⼏ც଼ᔨ⥶⽺⎿㧘ᤃ㧘ᷡ
⼏⑼ើᩘῆེᓷᄬ⼏ីᔮጱથޕ
 ၚ  ᥅ଖ─ફ⼏⸙ૄਗᢹነ⻯ᣇ❥ᩘற㗁タ
ૈፕ⼏ޕਗ─ફᦳዮῶ⍴༺ሰ᱂එୢଆ⿈
㧘ᑷ㗅မฉᎍથነଦ  ❥㟎㖸⧱㧘ബነଦ 
❥㖸ጙ㟎ޕઉ≮ὖᎍㄆ෴ᔃ᱂ᬁਪ㖸ᘢⰂᕻᦳඑ
ख㍰᧘ఏሰᓷᄬ ❥⼏❥ᢿ㧘㖴ᒝ❥થޕቷ⁔┆▻ᓼ
㠽ᔃ᱂⢙ᔮ❥⼏ㅟ㧘ਊᓃ㧘⫳᧘ޕ⢙ᔮᩑఘცਊᓃ
ጱᎍޕ
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ళ෴⽺㖊ნᚯᎿ㒖ᎅ☻ޕ⢙ᔮცლნᛐສྃⰯ
పၳ㧘ॼᄾ㍪၍ਤᓄફ⚓㒖ᾖᡂ⹜ᒝޕዋ⾐ᚽ
ඕ☻❥၍൯ⴝൿᾖᑂޕ㤚ᢿ㗁ኛዲ⼏ມହޕ㤚ᢿ⼏
ਗᴦ⛱❥ḓᒝޕᔂෘ⛱❥ḓᒝ⼏㗁྅ቷ㈪⼏ສޕ
ῶ⢫⇺༺  ⻯❥ᨗ᱂ትԤ㝫  ᚢ⼏⎿ྃᔑ᳁៰
၎ግ㧘ൔ▗⚓ᾖᡂ⹜ᒝ⽎ޕற༺❥ਸ਼㍝㧘༺❥
㖃⦼⚓ๅᥲᾖᑂ㧘༺❥ԥ௳⽺ޕᕀ  ᵅ㧘ᾖဇ
㤀ᓓൔ  ❥ㅺ⣕㧘⍴ปⰯᩞ㒖៰ޕ၎❥㈪ᢹ
ᾖლ⼏ສ⼏㡀ᖨԤ㒖⢙ᔮᇉ⥰ޕ
ਗ♮⽺㧘ცዶイൔ▗ԥ௳ᛐ❥ᢿ⼏ສ൯タపၳ㧘
ป⓰ଖ༺⼏ԥ௳ሄ⢿㔚ᠣ㍪ޕଖ⼏௳ᬩ㧘タ㈮
ᩞ㒖ޕਸ਼㍝൯㗁ᴲ✭ޕਸ਼㍝㆖◉᱂៰၎ᚽ㟋⣻⑯ޕ
⡓එୢ⢙ᔮ❥⢿ცᷓᛂᓷᄬረ⪵㖊ნᕵᵅά
ᜂ㧘⡓එୢ⢙ᔮ❥⢿ცᷓᛂᓷᄬረ⪵⢙ᔮᕵᵅάᜂޕ
⡓එୢ⢙ᔮ❥⢿⪵㖸োਊ⩨ᝬ⼏ᇉ⥰ḓ᱂ᓥⵓޕ
ዲ⪵ᴲ✭㧘❥ᢿཅጾ⸶✽ޕၒ㓳ჵ᱂㒖ሜૃ㧘
ᔂ❥ᢿ㖸᳁⩨ᝬ⎽ᩕ⼏⸙ૄ⹜ᒝ㧘⢙ᔮ❥㈪⻉⻉
ᅯẢცඑエ㧚㧚㧚

ც⸩ᔮᝬ⇸ᚽફ⿈⼏㍰᧘၏ᩘ၏ᩇ㆐ጱᎍ㧘ූᔃ
᱂㒖ც⫳᧘ᎍ⇷エ⼏⢙ᔮᇉ⥰ޕც㔡♰ৼથ⼏ਊᎍ
❥ᢿᅯẢᠣඑᖨޕ
⽎⢙ᔮ⎿ྃᔑ᳁⼏ὖ㧘ცᑷ㗅မฉᎍથነଦⅶ
ᆊᦳ  ᑹᛐ⼏⽺ᕀ  ᵅ㧘 ళ㖊⁔ᾖლ⤝⼏⎿ྃ
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Na Ma Sa Kram Phapathomjedee
Fifty-seven km to the west or an hour’s drive away from
Bangkok, there is a temple called Na Ma Sa Kram Phapathomjedee, a tourist attraction located in Nakornpathom
Province known for having the biggest pagoda in the world.
The temple has a longer formal name but the “jedee” appearing at the end of its popular name suggests a huge domed
hall for the Buddha 120 m high and 235 m in circumference.
Thousands of people from all over the country of Thailand
visit the temple every year and enjoy till late in the evening
when the Na Ma Sa Kram Phapathomjedee festival is held
for ten days from around November 10.
During the festival, students march on parade wearing

Sayuri JARTPOTWANICH (Japan)
their elaborate costumes in the heat of the day. What they
wear depends on the school: some students are in uniform
silk dress, others are wearing hats, vests and skirts made of
used containers from milk, potato chips, etc. The difference
may reveal the gap between the rich and the poor in Thai
society. Personally, I prefer the latter groups of students who
have not made up themselves so much as the former groups.
Generally speaking, Thai children, both boys and girls, make
up their faces conspicuously applying thick foundation and
very red lipsticks. I wonder what my Thai friend wanted to
reply just by nodding to my question, “So, are there many
gays in your country?”
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Numerous stalls are set inside and outside the huge
temple. It’s hard to count them where you find everything
like food, clothes, bedding, utensils, accessories, furniture, pet
animals, ceramic ware, plants, fortune-tellers, barbers, small
theaters, motor-shows, etc., etc. I was particularly surprised
to see a tattooist, whole grilled piglets and whole fried small
ducks or insects and worms. They are something that I rarely
find in towns. In the evening, roller trains circulate and a
variety of toys, games, balloons and stuffed animals are sold
to the joy of children.
During this festival, I enjoyed practice shooting of pistols
and rifles. Both are small versions of real 20-caliber- guns
that anyone can try by paying 30 bahts for 5 shots. Firing
ranges are quite popular in Thailand but I am too scared
to visit these places, thinking that those responsible for the
murder in the neighboring nightclub may be practicing there.
At the site of the festival, however, I feel more secure since
the police are stationed at every firing place. Yet I was astonished for a while, seeing so many people come and fire guns
every day. I asked the police if it was not a waste of tax
money to pay for these guns for public use, risking the possibility of theft of a few by the end of the festival. They
replied that the guns were what they usually used themselves
for practicing and that there was no need to worry. Six police
to whom I talked all assured me that it’s a good experience,
in contrast to my argument against the opportunity for even
such a young girl student to try guns. The Thais and Japanese
have different ideas regarding guns. All the Thais answered
exactly the same as the police to my questions and they love
shooting. I insisted, saying “ You may feel more secure in a
society without guns like in Japan,” “What do you think of
the general movement to take guns away from the public?

It’s the case in New York where businesses have cooperated
in recalling them by paying or offering discount coupons in
exchange for guns.” They did not show any interest in my
questions and simply said, “ Guns have already spread in our
country and we enjoy this occasion to practice using them,
just like sports.” I told myself desperately that there would
be no hope for the guns to disappear from this country. In
spite of my disappointment, I confess honestly that I was
enthusiastic with this rare opportunity for shooting that l
wouldn’t have elsewhere. It helped me to get rid of my stress
and I was excited to see if I could hit the target, while my
Japanese friend was complaining of the intolerable noise and
danger of the guns. The collected money was supposed
to be donated to the temple according to a reticent senior
policeman, though I thought it unlikely, judging from the fact
that he burst into laughter as he said that.
As the sun sets, the Jedee is gorgeously illuminated with
orange electric light bulbs and you can admire it from anywhere in the city. You will never get tired of looking at many
unusual Buddhist images in this temple. You can buy a Japanese guidebook and postcards nearby. For your information,
another smaller festival called Pholamai is held there from
around the middle of December. Why don’t you visit it,
yourself ?
Nakornpathom is also known as a gourmet town among
the Thais. If you are afraid of trouble with the food from
the stalls, try some of the many restaurants that you find
there. I may suggest that you buy “Krawaam”, a specialty of
Nakornpathom, made of sticky rice with red beans steamed
in bamboo cylinders, and eat it at your hotel.
[Translated by: Y. NAKANO]
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A Letter from New Zealand (20) Hello From Aotearoa
[September 20, 2001]
Common sense and manners often vary depending upon
living habits. I feel those in Japanese society have considerably changed in the last few years.
Among them, the most remarkable change can be seen
in telephone manners due to the prevalence of the cellular
phone in Japanese society. Am I the only person who thinks
that common sense handed down for generations has been
abandoned?
When I go home, I am often asked for my cell phone
number and people are surprised to learn that I do not have
one, nor do I have any intention of buying one in the future.
Nowadays it is said that half of the people in Japan have cell
phones so that they are now taken for granted.

Ms. Yayoi Sotoishi (Japan)
Of course cell phones have also become widespread in
New Zealand. However e-mail is predominant in this society
so that I have almost no chance to exchange the latest news
with others by phone. Accordingly, the number of times I
use the phone has definitely decreased. When I want to meet
with my friends, we arrange the time by e-mail.
Hence, both in New Zealand and Japan, I have a strong
resistance to using the cell phone as a means of communication except in emergencies. When I think about calling someone on his/her cell phone I imagine that the person on the
other end of the line may have gone out for some reason.
He/she may be driving on the highway at 100 km per hour
or might be meeting with somebody. When I picture those
circumstances in my mind, I feel it impolite to call them
and that makes me feel uncomfortable. Expressions such as
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“May I talk to you now?” “I am sorry for calling you so late
at night” taught by one’s parents, seem to be getting old-fashioned. Now what we should say is “Where are you now?”
In New Zealand we refrain from telephoning after 9:00
p.m. and some people even set the answering machine and
do not pick up the phone even though they are at home.
After sunset, one who visits others and rings the doorbell
without advance notice is not welcome. Actually very few
people open the door in the evening. When people go out,
they keep a light on and the television switched on. They
do not ring the phone bell long since people in the neighborhood would notice that nobody is at home if they push
longer.
In addition, people are urged to take care of their lawns.
Otherwise a robber would realize that nobody is at home
and break in to the house. Such carelessness will cause neighbors to give one the cold shoulder. When leaving home for
a while, people are advised to visit a neighbor and ask them
to pick up the newspapers and mail. We used to have these
customs in Tokyo, didn’t we?
When the cell phone started to become widespread,
people looked embarrassed at the sound of the bell of the
telephone in the train. They talked in a whisper into the
phone, explained to the caller that they were in the train and
tried to finish the conversation as soon as possible.
Now these manners have completely disappeared. Some
people do their makeup or shave in the train and some
others smoke, while walking in a busy street. There is even
a trendy Japanese word “Jibetarian,” for young people who

squat down either on the floor of the train or on the roadside
doing nothing. Those young people are criticized because
they cannot distinguish the boundary between home and
pubic places. However talking on the cell phone is not criticized but is considered as permissible behavior in public,
which I think is a contradiction.
Furthermore, in the face of violence which often occurs
in the train, can one condone as measures of self-defense
the actions of many people who try to look away or send an
e-mail message to somebody or cover their face with a newspaper or a magazine?
Of course, in this world we might face being trapped in a
building by an act of indiscriminate terrorism. Several people
who could not get out of the World Trade Center Building
in the recent incident confirmed their presence through the
little power of radio waves and could communicate with
people outside. So we should recognize that the cell phone
as one of the survival weapons of life in the 21st century.
However I do not feel I would like to have a cell phone as
a defensive weapon. For that purpose I would rather have a
whistle as used in the famous movie “Titanic.”
Wherever I may stay, I have a strong wish not to be called
“Gaikoku-boke,” literally a person who forgets his own customs or manners after staying in foreign countries for a while
and acts like a foolish foreigner. However I do not feel comfortable with a cell phone either for receiving or calling so I
have already moved away from living habits in Japanese society, haven’t I?
[Translated by: Y. TSUKUDA]
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␠ఝ❥ც␠ᚢ㧘ᛮ㖸ବ┆ਃㆄ⼆ද⪵┆ਃ⮺౾ޕ
㨇ᚽ༂Ḩ㨉
㖸Ḋᢔິცῶ㒖ㆄਗᨒ⍴༺ቷጙ⼏㖸ၳጱੱ㧘
൯タን༺❥␠᳁ⲁს⽺⛊ޕ⠉┑ᛐ㧘൯එጮᵅᐟ⩵ᚽ
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䉦䉺䊦ᄢ㙚䈮ⴕ䈦䈩

ᯅᶆޓ⚓ሶ ( ዊ )( ᣣᧄ )

7  30 ᣣࠍߣߎߩࠎߐߊߚߡߟߦ࡞࠲ࠞߪ⑳ޔ⍮ࠆߎߣ߇ߢ߈߹ߒߚޕ
߹ߢ⑳ߪࠞ࠲࡞ߣ߁࿖ࠍ⍮ࠅ߹ߖࠎߢߒߚࠍߣߎߩࠎߐߊߚޔߤࠇߌޕᢎ߃ߡ߽ࠄ߃ߡߣߡ߽߁ࠇ
ߒ߆ߞߚߢߔޕ
৻⇟ශ⽎ߦᱷߞߡࠆߎߣ߇ੑߟࠅ߹ߔޕ
৻ߟ⋡ߪⵝߩߎߣߢߔߪ࡞࠲ࠞޕᥤߊޔ50 ᐲߊࠄߞߡߒ߹߁ߣ⡞ߡޕߚߒ߹ߒࠅߊߞ߽߮ߡߣޔ
ߛ߆ࠄᣣ∛ߦߥࠄߥࠃ߁ߦ㗡߿㚂ߦ߽ᏓࠍᏎߡࠆߘ߁ߢߔޕ
ੑߟ⋡ߪࠞ࠲࡞ߩ㘩ߴ߽ߩޕߔߢߣߎߩޠ࠷࠺ޟਃ☸㘩ߴࠆߛߌߢ৻ᣣಽߩᩕ㙃߇ࠆߘ߁ߢߔ࡞ࡊޕ
ࡦߩࠃ߁ߥ߇ߒ߹ߒߚޕ
ࠞ࠲࡞ߪ㕍ߊࠄߩᄢ߈ߐߛߣ⸒ߞߡ߹ߒߚޔߤࠇߌޕዊߐߊߡ߽ᣣᧄߣߪ↢ᵴ߿ࠎߢࠆߣߎ
ࠈߩⅣႺߥߤ߽ߗࠎߗࠎ㆑ࠍޔ⡞ߡࠆߣߣߞ߽ߣߞ߽ޔ⍮ࠅߚߣޔᕁ߁ߎߣ߇ߚߊߐࠎࠅ߹ߒߚޕ
ㅪࠇߡⴕߞߡߊߛߐߞߚᣇޔޘᄢ㙚ߢࠈࠈᢎ߃ߡߊߛߐߞߚᣇᧄޔޘᒰߦࠅ߇ߣ߁ߏߑ߹ߒߚޕ
߹ߚ߆ߩᯏળߢળ߃ࠆߎߣࠍᭉߒߺߦߒߡ߹ߔޕ
ᧄᒰߦࠅ߇ߣ߁ߏߑ߹ߒߚޕ

A Visit to the Embassy of the State of Qatar
Asako HASHIURA (12) (Japan)
I learned so much about Qatar, by visiting its Embassy on 30th July. Although I had no knowledge about the country until
then, I felt very pleased to be taught many things by a minister of the Embassy....
What I was most impressed by were the following two things. The first one was about their clothing. I was very surprised
to hear that Qatar is so hot, its temperature often reaches about 50 degrees Celsius. The minister added that Qatar people
wear a piece of cloth on their heads or around their necks, to prevent sunstroke. The second was about dates, which are a
food of Qatar. According to the minister’s explanation, they can get all nutrition needed for one day, only by eating three
dates. When I tried one served there, it tasted like a prune.
The minister told us that Qatar is almost as large as Aomori Prefecture. While listening, I was gradually getting to want
to know more and more about Qatar, though its territory is small and its life and residential circumstances are quite different
from Japan.
Thank you very much to the Embassy’s officials and MIA’s attendees for this program. I am looking forward to meeting
them again in the future.
[Translated by: N. NARITA]

⡸⸅ḩᰏነ⡞㍑㒖

ገ ⚌ᓲ㧔ᑹ㎯㧕㧔᥅㧕

㧣ၚ㧟㧜᥅ූᢿ⡸㒖⸅ḩᰏነ⡞㍑㒖ޕ᱂ᦠ⪵ፁූᢹ⸅ḩᰏᔮ㗁එୢάᜂᔮ൯㖸ጙ㧘ቷ⁔ነ⡞㍑❥၍
ූᢿೋᐭᦳ㧘⡞ූᢹ⸅ḩᰏ༺㒖එද⼏㒖⋫㧘ኛ㗁Ḋ૭㒖⮺ූޕຎ;ᕻଗ⼏༺ዮᵅ㧦
එޔ㗁ᝬᑭ㧦⸅ḩᰏタ‽㧘ᕻᬺ༺㧡㧜ᬺᕭཌྷ㧘ᴤ㒖⡞ූነㇳඑᆆ㧘ଖ෴⪵㒖㖸ᎍ⪄㧘㤚ᢿ༎ਅᆔㆆ
ᚽᐣ⇗⢿ᓞエᩘޕ
ዮޔ㗁ᅗਗ㧦⸅ḩᰏ༺එᎪᄆ⼏ᅗ㤀㧘ፀൔㇳ⽺⋲⣼㧘ᔳᩞඑῶଖ⼏ൔ⼏໋ഒᠣ⧓㒖⼏ਁޕ㦖
;ംᎹኑޕ
ᴤற⸅ḩᰏፀ༺ᭀ⇙ᬁᜂነ㧘ᰳᴚᭈ㒠ᚽ᥅㗬⇗㖸ឳ㧘ც✭ཅጙ㧘㖸⎙ᔮ␠⼏ነᑹޕ⡓ୢᔮ␠⼏ᰳ
ᴚᭈ㒠ޔᔮ⒊⢿㗁㖸එഖ⼏ޕଖ෴ෘभ⡸௭ᭈਁޕ㒖⋫ਁᢿޕ
㨇㎓㧦ზዊ ቷᣦ㨉
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䉦䉺䊦ᄢ㙚䉕⸰䈚䈩

㕍ጊޓ⍮ ዊ

ᣣᧄ

⑳ߚߜߪޔᣣ㧔   ᣣ㧕࡞࠲ࠞޔᄢ㙚ߣ߁ᚲߦⴕߞߡ߈߹ߒߚޔߪ⑳ޕᄢ㙚ߦⴕߊߩ߇ೋߡ
ߢ߁߁ߤޔᚲߛࠈ߁ߣ࠼ࠠ࠼ࠠߒߥ߇ࠄᄢ㙚ߦ⌕߈߹ߒߚޕ
ᄢ㙚ߩਛߪߣߞࠂߜޔᄌࠊߞߚᗵߓߢߒߚޕ
ೋߦࠎߗࠎߗࠍߣߎߩ࡞࠲ࠞߪ⑳ޕߚߒ߹ࠍࠝ࠺ࡆߩ࡞࠲ࠞޔ⍮ࠄߥ߆ߞߚ߆ࠄ߽ߡߞߣޔീᒝߦ
ߥࠅ߹ߒߚޕ
ߚߣ߃߫⍾ޔߪߢࠫࡔࠗߩ⑳ޕߣߎ߁ߣߛࠎࠆ߽࠲ࡦࠣࡦࡇ࠶࡚ࠪޔṼߛߌߋࠄߒ߆ߥ
ߣᕁߞߡߚ߆ࠄޔዋߒࡆ࠶ࠢߒ߹ߒߚޕ
ߘߩᓟߩ࡞࠲ࠞޔ࿖ߩੱߦ⾰ࠍߒ߹ߒߚ⇟৻߇⑳ޕ㛳ߚߩߪߪߢ࡞࠲ࠞޔᄐભߺ߇  ߆ࠄ  ߹
ߢࠆߎߣߢߔޕᣣᧄߪ    ᣣ߆ࠄߥߩߦ㨯㨯㨯ޔ߽߆ߒޕኋ㗴߽ߥߥޕ㨪ޕ
ᰴߦ߽ੱߩ࡞࠲ࠞޔᣣᧄߣหߓࠃ߁ߥ㘩ߴ߽ߩࠍ☨߅ޔ㘩ߴࠆࠎߛߥߣᕁ߹ߒߚޕ
ߛߌߤᧄᒰߦࠍߣߎߥࠎࠈޔᢎ߃ߡߊࠇ߹ߒߚޕ
⑳ߪߎࠇ߆ࠄ߽ࠈࠎߥ࿖ߩߎߣߦ⥝ࠍᜬߜ‛ޔ⍮ࠅߦߥࠅߚߢߔޕ
ߤ߁߽ࠅ߇ߣ߁ߏߑ߹ߒߚޕ

A Visit to the Embassy of the State of Qatar
Tomoyo AOYAMA (12) (Japan)
We visited the Embassy of the State of Qatar on 30th, July. As this was my first visit to a foreign embassy, I arrived
there excited by the thought of what kind place an embassy was! Upon entering the Embassy, I felt a little strange. At the
beginning, we watched a video introducing Qatar. As I had no knowledge about Qatar, I learned a lot through this visit. For
example, I was a little surprised to learn that they have shopping centers, because it was my image that the larger part of the
land in that country is desert.
Then, I asked some questions of the minister of the Embassy. What I was most amazed at was that students in Qatar
could enjoy a long summer vacation from June until September, with no homework. I envy them. Our summer vacation just
started on July 21st.
Next, I learned that Qatar people eat rice, just as Japanese do.
The minister and staff of the embassy taught us so much about Qatar. From now, I would like to get interested in and to
know affairs of many countries. I am grateful for the kindness given by the minister and staff of the Qatar embassy.
[Translated by: N. NARITA]

ᕺ⺬㒖⸅ḩᰏነ⡞㍑

ᭀጙᑷ㧔ᑹ㎯㧕㧔᥅㧕

ූᢿც㧣ၚ㧟㧜᥅⡸㒖⸅ḩᰏᔮ⼏ነ⡞㍑ූޕ⡸ነ⡞㍑ᕺ⺬⃜㗁එ⢄ޕ㗁ცάᜂᬞ㧫भᓄभᓄ⸅
ḩᰏነ⡞㍑᱂㒖ޕ
ცነ⡞㍑ဝ㧘ਁ⼏⣢⾟ኛ⼏ᚽ⠉ਛ༺ᵅ㖸ഖ⼏ḓ⁁ޕ
ㆉᨒූᢿᔃ㒖ೋᐭ⸅ḩᰏᔮ␠⼏;㗡ޕᢹ⸅ḩᰏඑᵅ൯㖸㒖⋫⼏ූᩘற㧘ኛ㗁එୢタᝂ⼏௭ᭈሼ᳁ޕ
ᦜᴲற㧦⸅ḩᰏ൯༺᧮㤀ᎍથศ㧘ኛ㗁එᆆޕცූ⼏ㄞᎍ㧘ਁ㗁එ㗡㆐㆐⼏⚌↸⌁㧘ᝂ;άᜂ൯⍴༺ޕ
ც☭⺬ᎍ㧘ᕻ⡞ූነㇳඑᆆ⼏㗁㧘⸅ḩᰏᘢ⪄㇎᥅ᓲ㗁ᬁᜂᶏ㧘⽾㧢ၚ㨪㧥ၚ㧘⋲ୢၚޕㆄ᥅㗁⽾㧣ၚ
㧞㧝᥅ཅⲁޕㆄ㤚ᢿ㌛⪄⽋ᕵ൵൯⍴༺㧘ኛ㗁༺ኇഖ⼏ᝂਗ㧍
⸅ḩᰏ❥㧘ㇳ⼏ᝂͳ൯ᚽ᥅㙈㖸⻯㧘൯ㇳ⥌ޕೋᐭ㒖శᎪశഖ⼏ᢹ⸅ḩᰏᔮ␠⼏ᔮ⒊㧘⡞ූ༺㒖එද
⼏ዦ─✭⽾ޕ෴ᦳූᢹᑷ㗅శᔮ⼏ᔮ⒊༺㒖එද⼏૭▰㧘൯भ⡸ᐨඑൻ⼏㒖⋫ਁޕ
ឝ᪾ḓነ␠ޕ

㨇㎓㧦ზዊቷᣦ㨉
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᷼ᤄ㩷᷼䈱ᄢฬჄ 䊶 䈠䈱䋷㩷⾫ፏኹ 䋨㍿ፉኅ䋩
㨬 ᔺ߽ߩߚߐ 㨭 ޕᐝ㔤ߩᰴߪޟൻߌ₀߅ߩޠ
ߢߔޕ
㤗Ꮣච⇟߽ߎߎޔဈߩᄙⴝߢߔޕ㜞บߩ㤗Ꮣ
บߣޔૐࠍᵹࠇࠆฎᎹߪߔߴߡဈߢߟߥ߇ߞߡ
߹ߔੱޕ㑆ࠍᖺࠊߔേ‛ߚߜ߇⛯ߒ߹ߔ߆ޕ
ࠄ߇⁍ޔᅚߦᄌりߒߡߚߣ߁ 㨬 ⁍ဈ 㨭 ޔㅢⴕੱࠍ
߆ࠄ߆ߞߚ߇ᴚߒߚޟဈ߳᧲ޔޠਅߞߡߊߣޔ
㨬 ൻߌ₀ 㨭 ߩ⊓႐ߢߔޕ
⾫ޟፏኹޠ㧔㍿ፉኅ㧕
ᄢ㤥ဈߩฝߦੑᧄߩ⍹ᩇ߇┙ߟ⥝ޟޕ࿖ጊ⾫
ፏኹߣޠೞ߹ࠇߡࠆᦨޕㄭޔᡷ▽ߐࠇߚ߫߆ࠅߩ
ᣂߒ⍹⇥߇ࠁࠆ߿߆ߥࠬࡠࡊߢޔኹߩญ߳⛯
ߡ߹ߔޕ
ߣߡ߽ൻߌ₀߇ࠆ㔓࿐᳇ߢߪࠅ߹ߖࠎޕ
ኹߦᱷߐࠇߚฎ౮⌀ࠍࠆߣޔᣥෳߪኡᢥ 
ᐕ㧔㧕ഃᑪએ᧪ ޔᐕ㑆⛯ߚ  Ბߩ⍹Ბ
ߛߞߚߣ߁ޕᏀฝߦ߁ߞߘ߁ߣᄢ᮸߇⨃ࠅޔ㓁ࠍ
ߐ߃߉ࠅޔኹࠄߒ㕒ߐ߇ṫߞߡߚޕ
ߎߩෳߥࠄޔෳ⹚ੱߦᷙߓߞߡޔൻߌ₀߽⍹
Ბࠍࠅਅࠅߒߚ߆߽ߒࠇߥޕ
  ߩ⡯⮮↰ବቁߐࠎߦࠍુ߁ޕ
ޟᤘ  ᐕߋࠄ߹ߢߪޔ₀Ⴆߣ⒓ߒߚ߽ߩ߇
ߞߡߨޕ₀߇ᱫߧߣޔଏ㙃ߒߡ߿ࠅߚߣᜬߞߡ
ߊࠆੱ߽߹ߒߚࠃޠ
ޟൻߌ₀߇ߚޠ߆ࠎߖ߹ࠅߪ߁ߣޔ
ޠ̖̖̖ޟ
⡯ߪ╉ߞߡ╵߃ߡߪߊࠇ߹ߖࠎߢߒߚޕ
⾫ፏኹߪޟൻߌ₀㛍േߢޠฬߥ⾐  ਁ  ජ
⍹㍿ፉኅߩᳯᚭߩ⪄ឭኹߢߔޕ
ೋઍ⮲ਥߩൎ⨃߇ ޔᱦߢ⧯ᱫߦߒߚልሶߩᔘ
⋥ߩ⪄ឭࠍᒀ߁ߚߦᑪ┙ߒߚޕ
ጊภޔኹภ߽㐿ၮᔘ⋥ߩᚓฬ߆ࠄઃߌࠄࠇߚޕ
㨬 ㍿ፉ㛍േ 㨭 ߪᳯᚭᦼߩᄢ߅ኅ㛍േߩ৻ߟߣߒ
ߡ⪺ฬߢߔޕ
⮲㍿ፉ⋥⨃ߪޔ⢈೨⾐ߩജᄢฬ┥ޔㅧ
ኹ᳁ߩ㊀⤿ߛߞߚޕਥੱߩኅޔ㜞ᚱῳሶࠍߒ
ߥ߇ࠄ߽⮲ޔౝߩኪ⾰⊛ߥᮭജࠍᛠីߒߡߚޕ
⼾⤿⑲ศ߽⋥⨃ߩེ㊂ࠍߚߒ┙⁛ޔᄢฬߦ
ขࠅ┙ߡߚޕ
ᓼᎹߩᤨઍߦߞߡ߽ޔ⾐㗔ਥߣߒߡߩ
ࠍ࿕ߡߊޕ
࿖ࠍਸ਼ߞขࠄࠇߚᒻߩ┥ㅧኹኅߩ㜞ᚱߪޔᄦੱ
ࠍᲕߒ⥄ޔᲕࠍߪ߆ࠆᧂߪ߈ߣߩߎޕㆀߛߞߚ߇ޔ
ඨᐕᓟߦౣ߮⥄Ვߒߡߒ߹߁ޕῳߩኅ߽∛ᱫߒޔ
┥ㅧኹ᳁ߩልᵹߪ⛘߃ߚޕ
߶ߤߥߊ⾐ߦ㜞ᚱߩ㔤߇ࠇߥ߹ߑ߹ߐޔ
ᕋ⇣ࠍⴕߥߞߚߣ߁ޕ
⋥⨃ߪ㜞ᚱߩ㔤ࠍᘨࠆߚޔኹࠍᑪߡࠎߨޔ
ߏࠈߥଏ㙃ࠍ༡ࠎߛޕ㔤ߪᔶࠅࠍᴦߕޔᄛߦߥ
ࠆߣޔጊ㐷߆ࠄ㚍ߢᛮߌߒߚޕ⾐ၔਅࠍ⊕ⵝ᧤
ߢᓨᓝߔࠆᆫࠍޔᄙߊߩੱ߇ߚߣ߁ޕ
ᘮ㐳  ᐕ㧔㧕ޔ㍿ፉኅߪ᐀ᐭ߆ࠄ⢈೨⛔ᴦ
ࠍࠄࠇޔᱜᑼߦ⮲ਥߩߦߟߚޕᒻ߆ࠄ

ߥ߆ߎ߁ߜ㧔ᣣᧄ㧕
ࠇ߫ޔ㍿ፉኅߩਥኅᮮ㗔ߛ߇ޔ᐀ᐭߥߩߢ┥ޔ
ㅧኹߩ৻㐷৻ޔᣖ߽⇣⼏ࠍ໒߃ࠆ߽ߩߪߥ߆ߞߚޕ
 ᐕᓟ߅ޔኅ㛍േ߇↢ߓࠆޕ㜞ᚱߩㆮሶષᐻ
߇᐀ᐭߦ┥ޔㅧኹኅౣ⥝ߩ⸷⸩ࠍਃᐲ߽➅ߒޔ㜞
ᚱߩᒉ߽⸷߃ߚޕ᐀ᐭߪߔߴߡߎࠇࠍήⷞߒߚޕ
 ޓᓟᐕߩߎޔઙࠍ߽ߣߦߥ߹ߑ߹ߐޔẢ⦡߇
ട߃ࠄࠇޔ᧪ߚߩ߇ 㨬 ൻߌ₀㛍േ 㨭 ߢߔޕ
⻠⺣ޔ‛ߺ⺒ޔ⥰પޔᢥᭉߡߒߘޔᤋ↹ൻߢ
৻⥸ߦᐢߊ⍮ࠄࠇࠆࠃ߁ߦߥߞߚޕ
ߕࠇ߽┥ㅧኹኅߩㆮఽࠍᖤߩਥੱߣߺߥ
ߒޔᕉᔨߩ⽎ᓽߣߒߡൻߌ₀߇ߡߊࠆ⚳ᦨ߇ߛޕ
⊛ߦߪൻߌ₀ߪㅌᴦߐࠇޔ㍿ፉኅᵏߢޔߒߚߢޔ
ߢߚߒߦߥࠆޕ
㨬 ൻߌ₀㛍േ 㨭 ߩߚ⾫ޔፏኹ߽₀ߦ㑐ଥ߇ࠆ
ኹߣߥߐࠇߚߩߛࠈ߁ޕ
ߐߡᧄޔၴⵣߩᐢᄢߥ㍿ፉኅ⪄ឭᚲࠍቇߔࠆ
ߦߪޔኹߩ⸵น߇ᔅⷐߢߔޕ
Ⴤၞߪ㊄✂ߩࡈࠛࡦࠬߣᏂ᮸ߦ࿐߹ࠇޔᤤߥ߅
ᥧޕᱫ⠪ߚߜ߇⌁ࠆ㤛ᴰߩ࿖߳ಽߌࠆޕᶰࠎߛ
㊀ⓨ᳇߇りࠍ൮ߺߎߩߎޕჄᚲߩ․ᓽߪޔ
ၮߔߴߡ߇  㨪  ࡔ࠻࡞ߩᏂᄢߥベႡߦ⛔৻ߐ
ࠇߡࠆߎߣߢߔޕන⁛ߢᑪߟႡ߽ࠆ߇ ޔ㨪 
Ⴁ߇৻ߟߩ⍹ㅧࠅߩ၂ᩮߦ࿐߹ࠇޔෳ↪ߩ㐷ࠍ᭴
߃ߡ߹ߔޕ㐷೨ߩਔߦ⍹᾽◐߇㈩ߐࠇߡࠆޕ
ਛᄩߦ⟎ߔࠆ⍹၂ߩਛߦޔੑߟߩᄢ߈ߥベ
Ⴁ߇ᑪߟޕะߞߡᏀ߇㐿ၮߩᔘ⋥ߩ߽ߩߢߔޕၮ
სߦೞ߹ࠇߚᴺฬ߇ ޔᐕߩᤨ㑆ࠍ⚻ߡ߽ߞߪޔ
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Look into Minato City --The Tombs of Feudal Lords (7) Kenso-ji Temple (Lord NABESHIMA)
Koichi NAKA (Japan)
Scared but you can’t control your curiosity. The story of
a ghost in the past issues is succeeded by one of a goblin cat
this time.
The Azabu-Juban area is, like other areas in Minato City,
full of slopes. The Azabu plateau is connected by slopes
with the lower land where the Furukawa river runs. Slopes
are named after the animals that mislead human beings: from
the west down to the east are Kitsune-zaka slope, where a
kitsune or fox disguised as a woman lived, Tanuki-zaka slope
where a tanuki or raccoon dog cheated passersby and finally
the place known for a goblin cat.
Kenso-ji Temple (Lord NABESHIMA)
A pair of rock pillars stands on the left side of Daikokuzaka slope. The inscription reads “Kenso-ji Temple of Holy
Mt. Kokoku-zan.” A newly stone-paved slope ascends to the
entrance of the temple. It’s too bright to imagine a goblin cat
there now.
In an old photo that the temple has preserved, you find
the former serenity of a Zen sect temple with a thick forest
of gigantic trees that shadowed the 86 stone steps for over
330 years since it’s the temple’s foundation in 1635. Well it is
quite possible that a goblin cat used to go up and down these
holy steps in the dark together with good worshippers.
Mr. FUJITA Shunko, the 30th Chief Priest, says, “Till
around 1955, there was something like a ‘Cat Tomb.’ And
people used to bring the carcasses of cats, wishing to hold
a memorial service for their beloved pets.” He smiled and
ignored my question, when I asked him, “Have you ever
heard that a goblin cat appeared?”
Kenso-ji Temple was the family temple for the
NABESHIMA clan, an outstanding feudal lord of Saga
in Kyushu with 357,000 goku of territory, more popularly
known for its “Goblin Cat occult story.” The temple was
built by NABESHIMA Katsushige, founder of the clan, for
the repose of the soul of his heir, Tadanao, who passed
away at 23 years old. Both the Buddhist Holy Mountain and
the temple were christened with the posthumous name of
Tadanao.
“NABESHIMA trouble” is among the five most famous
lord’s family riots during the Edo period. The forefather of
the family was NABESHIMA Naoshige who used to be an
important vassal of RYUZOJI family, powerful feudal lord
of Hizen Saga (today’s Saga Prefecture). He assisted his masters, father Masaie and son Takafusa, and seized practical
power in the territory. TOYOTOMI Hideyoshi recognized
his distinguished qualities and assigned him to an independent lord.
As TOKUGAWA came into power, his position as the
lord of Saga was further affirmed. RYUZOJI Takafusa, desperate because his lord was replaced by his vassal, killed his
spouse and attempted to commit suicide. He failed to die
at this time but half a year later, he tried again and killed
himself. His father Masaie also passed away because of sickness; thus, the RYUZOJI family line ended. Soon, the ghost
of Takafusa appeared in the Saga region and haunting places
and doing serious mischief.
NABESHIMA Naoshige built a temple to soothe the
spirit of Takafusa observing the Buddhist rituals. Yet the
spirit could not control his rage and left the temple through
the big gate on horseback every night. Many people witnessed him in white costume wandering near the castle of

Saga.
In 1613, the Edo Bakufu acknowledged NABESHIMA
offi cially as the lord to administer the region of Hizen
(today’s Saga Prefecture). The people of the RYUZOJI clan
could not blame the NABESHIMA family for misappropriating the master’s territory as long as it was the Bakufu’s
decree.
Twenty years later, a series of riots started. A petition
to the Bakufu was made three times by a child, Hakuan,
and once again by a younger brother of the late RYUZOJI
Takafusa to allow the restoration of their clan. The Bakufu
totally ignored their petition. Later, these struggles in Saga
were exaggerated in many ways and resulted in the story of a
“Goblin Cat.”
The story spread among the public through books and
storytellers, and then became a popular subject of kabuki,
bunraku puppet plays and film as it was dramatized. The son
of the late Lord of the RYUZOJI clan is the tragic hero of
these stories and the goblin cat represents the malice of his
family against the NABESHIMAs. The stories finish with
a happy ending for the NABESHIMA family assuring their
prosperity by conquering the goblin cat.
Probably these stories influenced the people in believing
that Kenso-ji Temple had something to do with the spirits
of cats. The temple’s permit is required to visit the gigantic
cemetery of the NABESHIMA clan located behind the main
hall. The area is surrounded by a metal net fence and shadowed by huge trees. I step into another world where the
dead repose. Thick and sticky air overwhelms me. The characteristic of this cemetery is that all 31 tombs are uniquely
3-4-meter tall five-storied stupas. Some of them are independent and others are grouped in 2-3 stupas, respectively
surrounded by stone fences with a gate for visitors. A pair of
stone lanterns stands on both sides in front of the gate.
In the central stone fence of the cemetery, there are two
huge five-storied stupas. The left one is for Tadanao, the
first buried. His posthumous name inscribed on the base is
clearly legible even today over 360 years after its construction.
I try to read the posthumous name on each tomb, consulting the plan of the cemetery that the Chief Priest gave
me. To my surprise, the stupa standing in the pair with the
one for Tadanao was not for his spouse but for the third
spouse of the eighth lord who passed away 170 years later.
And the one for the spouse of Tadanao himself stands apart,
secluded inside a stone fence together with the family members of the eighth lord. The combination of these stupas
has left me puzzled. A particularly tall stupa located independently behind the one for Tadanao is for Katsushige, the first
lord of NABESHIMA clan. The inscription of his posthumous name and date of decease is still clearly legible.
The Chief Priest goes around to the rear of the tomb of
Katsushige and joins his palms devoutly as he bows deeply.
There I find 30 flat stone tombs lined up straight. They are
for his vassals who followed their master to the grave. A few
of them are almost falling down.
“The spirit of Samurai consists in dying.” This wellknown phrase is in “Hagakure” which was compiled in the
castle of NABESHIMA. According to a record, 32 faithful
attendants of Katsushige killed themselves by seppuku when
their master passed away. The words inscribed on the grave-
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stones are worn away and no longer legible. I also prayed for
these samurai who have become anonymous.
“Ah, no! Don’t touch! It’s dangerous!” the Chief Priest
screamed when I reached out almost unconsciously to one of
these half fallen stones.
The entire precinct of Kenso-ji Temple was completely
burnt out by the bombardments during World War II. These
burnt gravestones were weakened and began to fall down. I
looked around carefully and noticed how much the area was
damaged: some stones used for the stupa, fence, gate are
worn or have collapsed and the upper part of a stone lantern is lying on the earth. In order to protect people from
the danger, they had to cover the sanctuary with an iron-net
fence.
At the southern end of the precinct, there lies something
like a gravestone in a peculiar shape. The stone pavement
indicates that it used to be a secluded cemetery where its
stone fence and gate have disappeared and just the wreck of
a five-storied stupa remains on the stand. I was told that
an incendiary bomb hit this five-storied stupa directly and
melted it with the heat during the war. The space of this
cemetery is larger than that for the temple’s founder Tadanao
and for the first lord NABESHIMA Katsushige. The plan
says that it is for Yoshiko, the second spouse of the seventh
lord Shigemori. What was her prestige?
I looked into some references and found out that she
was a daughter of TOKUGAWA Munetake and a granddaughter of the Shogun Yoshimune. Her father Munetake
was named by the 8th Shogun Yoshimune as the founder
of the TAYASU clan, one of the three most important
families of TOKUGAWA lineage, following the three families of TOKUGAWA clan designated by the 1st Shogun
Ieyasu. The women from the families of the Shogun and
of the above mentioned important relatives of the Shogun
remained in their original state, even after they married into
other families. Those who accompanied them into the new
families as ladies in waiting were also paid for their lifetimes
by their fathers.
It would have been quite natural that the daughter of the
TAYASU clan was offered a bigger area for her tomb than

that of her husband who was a kind of subject to her own
father. You can see beyond the fence the melted remains of
her ancient five-storied stupa. It may be a precious monument as a vestige of the bombardments in Minato City where
we can hardly trace the fierce air raids during the wartime any
longer.
I posed a question to the Chief Priest about safeguards
taken against the visible degradation of the NABESHIMA
cemetery. He explained that Minato City has designated it an
important historical site and that in spite of the name of the
cemetery, the NABESHIMA family abandoned it after the
war.
The temple seems to be preparing to restore and reduce
the cemetery. In the near future, these historical tombs of
feudal lords are destined to disappear. Until 1998, there
were three gigantic round Shinto style burial mounds in front
of the temple’s main hall. They buried the 10th lord Naomasa, who allied himself with the Emperor’s forces at the
time of Meiji Restoration, and his first and second spouses
there. Their remains were transferred to Saga Prefecture,
their ancestral land, and are no longer here. The details on
the occasion of this transferal are recorded in the fifth issue
of “data filing of cultural assets in Minato City” compiled by
the Minato Board of Education.
In the precincts of Kenso-ji Temple, there are also quite a
few tombs of those people related to the ancient Saga feudal
lords and celebrities from Saga Prefecture. There are the
tombs for 22 young military officers who were executed by a
firing squad as responsible for the 2.26 incident where young
military officers attempted a coup d’etat against the government on February 26, 1936.
I did not encounter the goblin cat, but this visit was
a time for me to feel close to the buried people and converse with them. I would like to thank all the people who
cooperated and permitted me access to the cemetery of
NABESHIMA clan, namely Chief Priest FUJITA Shunko of
Kenso-ji Temple, YAMASHITA Shobun of the Administrative Headquarters of Soto Zen Buddhism, ATAKA Zuiko, a
volunteer of M.I.A., and the staff of M.I.A. office.
[Translated by: Y. NAKANO]
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⼏▸ㄆ㧘ዲ႖⽼㒖ᩙ㤘⼏ੌ⽾ޕଌ႖⽺ᩘᔃ㧘⣶
ᚨ␠㗁⋄ᬢ㒖㤘❥␠㧘ᔂ༂⺜᱂㠽イ⼏Ꮛ▸㧘㔮ᄚ
⚜⼏ឳඑᔥსޔឳඑᔿ൯⍴❥ረᚯ┑๚ޕ
 ቯᦳ㧘─ફ␠ᔿᮦ⸘ޕဳ⼏ಙᓲ⩆⍆ᅆ㣨
⋲⢄ো㠽イᚯ┑㣨૭㔮ᄚ⚜␠⼏⋆აޕᔂ㠽イ㗬⇗⍴
ውᇾޕ
⻯ንቯᦳ㧘ഞ⽎ኇୢਗ㧘༿ⅶ❥ᢿ⚓෴శᎪశ
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-QKEJK0#-#㧔᥅㧕
ഖ⼏☊ඨ㧘༂✭ᕬફ⼏㗁┱ޟഓᒾᒝޕޠ
༂ᓧᘗޔ㗀㤀ޔ᪷ṭ↠⋥ޔ⠧ޔ෴ᑼ┆໘ᤴㆄ
ⅶඑ㆑ૼ㡨ೃଖጙޕ
㗁⇗⢿ᆔ㔮ᄚ⚜␠⼏ಙᓲノᕵਊ⼏㤘❥Ꮛ㧘
ᕵ⪵၃⼏;ዓ┑Ԥ㒖┱ഓޕ㓳ㆄᕻᎡ┱ഓ⃜㗁ⅶ
ॼ⸼㧘⣶ᚨ␠⺜෴⧃ㅛޕㄆᶉޔㄆᶉޕ
༂┱ޟഓᒾᒝޠ㧘✭⚜൯ⅶᔃᕵ㗁ᚽ┱
༺⾼⼏⚜ᵈޕ
ൔ㋶ዲᦳ⼏ነ㗡⣶ᚨ␠㡇ᚯ⚜ൔ⺜᱂⚜ᵈ
ਛ⼏ୄㄆޕ
㐳ྭⅶ㐕ᨱ⼏ૠ↢ᚽῶነፃᓞᓄ㧘ゲ⡞㗁ᤃ
ῶ൯タޕᢿขૈᐨ⒁Ⲍイ⧃ㅪޕᓘ
ᬁ໑ᎄޔᩑᎥ⼏⣢⾟ᆔ㒝ᖨ⢿᷎ც㒖ᚢਛޕኇୢ
㐳⼏⫥ዓ㗁㧦 ᕦ㐳⇗ⅶ↱එ⑲ᠣ  㨪  ⥌
⼏⾨ነ⼏ബᘒḩޕ൯༺ᴁ㏜⑲⼏ḩޔᔂ⡓  㨪  ᕦ
ḩ༎එୢზᑌ⼏⨒⢻ᓞ⽺㧘⃜ଲ⑲㒖⛽༎⼏სޕ
ცსᔨ⼏ᦦㄸႤፕᓄზ⩵Ⴧޕ
ცੌᎍથ⼏ზ⢻ᎍ㧘⑲༺ᦦᕦነ⼏ബᘒḩޕᔨ
ᕭㄸ⼏㗁ⲁᔹጮ⼏ޕ㔡ც㐳ఽᕦ⽺⼏㓊ళゲ
⡞⁔  ⻯ቯ⼏ᛐ㜞ᝊረᔃ⺜タ⾩⪨ޕ
㓒ᑓ㓒⼏ጼਛᄕᕵᷓ⡸එඑᢹሾ㧘෴⪵
ጮㇺ⑲⼏ബᘒḩ㗁㤚⼏ዲဳ⾦㗁㒻ဳ⼏ޕᔂᛮ㗁
 ቯᦳ⡸⼏  ᣛᩙ㤘⼏⋲ဳ⼏ḩޕጮ⼏
ዲဳ⼏ḩც⥓ㄸት⼏ᾫဵ⼏ૠ↢ᎍ㧘ㆄྚ  ᣛ
ᩙ㤘⼏ᓲṃᣰ⟴ᓄ⼏㗁ୢ⒩ޕ
ცጮ⼏ḩ⼏ཐਛ㧘༺එᕦ㏜⟴⑲ᄚ⼏⫥⦣⼏
㗁ᣛᩙ㤘ⷒ⺕⼏ബᘒḩޕኇᕦḩ൯⾩⪨㔡ᓄ㓊
ళᑼ⡸㒨ቯၚ᥅ޕ
ᑓ㓒᳢᱂ⷒ⺕⼏㐳┍⼏ཐᦳ㧘ᩱሖޔଗଗ┨㒖
Ꮑޕ
 ᕦზකᒷ⼏㔚ᠣඑ⸶ጮख㧘ᬁ㗁ޟఓ㐳ޠ
ޕ
༺ปᕦป⓰ൔቱ➂㒖ޕ
ኇୢᩙ㗁ޟ㒝⪵಄ᐔᶡଖଛޟ⼏ޠ൷ޠ
㧔ᘗ
ళ㧕⼏⾆ફޕ⪵ⷒ⺕⼏㧘ც㤚ᕭཌྷ⼏ ᎍ
⋥၁ᑂศ  ❥⪵ᒂ⤑ದㆄᩔᒏᓷᆢޕㄆረ㗁༂
㐳ზ㒐⟓⼏ဃ㧘㔡⼏┍⁸ᒛ⸼㧘ᶡ㓊ព▸ޕ
োᴲᦠ㌛ళᔑ⢿⍴༺⮺⼏ఓᩱሖፓ฿ޕノ
ᔃ᱂;㗁ൔቱ➂⼏㐳ზᛐኃ㖸ᓷ⁁㒂⡸༗ޕ
⵰ޟԣ㧍㖸ൔᒰޕޠ
⚜ცዮ⢄ነᇼ⼏ตᅑ⣢ᑲᛐ⇗ⅶઃᡰ㧘
ኇਪ㐳ზⰾ൯㗬⇗ⅶ⻁㗼࿕ޕⅶઃᦳ⼏㐳ზᮘ
ᤴ㧘ਛංቱ➂⼏⵰ሼޕൔᑝ฿ᔃඑኃጙ㧘ബᘒḩޔ
ზ⢻ޔ⛽ს⽺⼏ზㆆ㔕㟎㧘ს൯༺ቱ᠋⼏ޕ
⃜ᔃ᱂ზ⩵Ⴧ⼏ㆆັ㗡ᘢც⽺⽎ޕற⪵⵰ԣ㧘
ଖ෴⍴৻㓊ཅᕵ㒖ᓞૠ↢ޕ
ცឞㄸ⼏ᭂㆆ༺ୢ⻘⯻ଌᒷ⼏㐳ზ㧘ፀⶄፊᐊ
㐳⼏ზ┫㧘ზ⢻ᚽს⢿ᛄ⡸㧘ፀ༺ബᘒḩ⼏Ἣ
ᱝ⃜ც㐳ఽᕦ⽺ޕ
⽎ற⣢ᑲᛐ㧘ઃጮବૃᎍኇᕦ㐳ზ㧘ബᘒḩ
ცⅶඍᤴ㒖ޕ
༺ᕦఽზ⼏⣢ᦜⲁᔹᚽᣛᩙ㤘⼏⃜ൔ
ነ㧘ცጼਛᄕ⽺ᓄ  ᣛᎥ⺕⼏ᦳဳᓲጱ㐳ޕ
ノ⥁ၼ㧘ኇୢ❥㗁⋲ᄁጱඑᒎ⧃␠⼏ᩙᔹᔥ಄
⼏ṃ㓈㧘༿㗁  ᣛ❭བྷ⡊ᔥ⼏ᩐṃ⁔ޕ⡸❭བྷ␠㧔Ⳟ

South Wind

ኙ␠㧕ޔ⋲␠㧔Ⳟኙጮ⋲ነ␠㧕ޔ⋲ᄁ㧔⎬ᛐ
㔑㇠ళ㧕⼏ṃ㓈ゲ⡞┑ἳ㧘ದ㒝⧓⃜㓝㓒ცᒉ␠ᛐ⼏
ੌޕᝬ⼏ṃ⓭ศ൯༂ದᒉ␠Ⱟ─㒖Ꭱ㒝⼏၁ᾲޕ
ც⣶ᚨ␠ᔃᩘ㧘༂ᘟ㗁ళს㉃ᔿ␠ఝ⼏┑㒝㧘
✭㐳ᦜᩙ㤘⼏ነ൯㗁ㄆ෴ው⋫⼏ޕ
ኇᕦඍᤴ㒖⼏ബᘒḩ⽾ᓞ⢻⼏⠉ਛ൯ረᔃ᱂㧘ც
㓹ᦑ㧘ረᩞᦴ㛳᱂⣢ᑲⵙᴦ⼏㝫ଖタንޕኇㄆ෴ற㗁
ⅶ㓝⮺⼏㉃Ꭵ⼏ಙᴦޕ
༺⾼㐳⼏⇛㓒⎙ውޔোᑓ㓒ఀ⺬㒖එ㧘ኇᚢ
ᠣ⪵㓹ᦑፊද⎬ᴦ㧘ళฦ㗁ޟ⣶ᚨ␠ጱ㐳ޠ㧘ᔂ
ᴤறᇼᦳ⽾⣶ᚨ␠⼏⎙ው↪ት┑ᩘޕ
ც⚜ᵈਛ㧘ᝂ;༺ᩊ⋁ൔᑹያᆝޕც㖸ᶖ⼏
❭ᩘ㧘ኇୢና㉃⼏ነళ㐳ⰾ⽩⓰❭ਛංॼᛄ⼏Ⴐޕ
᱂ጼᠣ  ቯ㧔㧕⪵ፁ㧘ცዲᔨ㧘༺㒖⋲ᕦ

⥰ჸ႖⼏⾨ነヨ㐇ㆆ⼏⹚㐳ޕᛆჸ㗁⧱ᎅ⇛ઉᛐ
⼏ヘ⮣␠  ᣛᩙ㤘ጮዲᚽ㤚⼏ዲဳᑼ㒻ဳޕԤ
ⅶබჸ᱂㤚⼏ᔹ᳤ᕖᢪԦ㧘⪵ცኇ㓈ᔃ㖸᱂ޕ
ኇ⢄ჸᛐ⼏⦼㧘ც㓹ᦑ❗ḳ၍᳁─⼏ޟ㓹
ᦑ⁸ᤴᄐ〒⥁㣮ബ㣮ޠᎍथ⡲⦼დᓄ㧘㉙༺૭
▰⼏❥㖸ᓘඑ㗀ޕ
ც⚜㧘∝ᕖᢪᩙ⼏Ⴅើ㧘ᕖᢪԦ┑㒝⼏༺ళ
❥⼏㐳タ⻯㧘✚⠉⃜༺ცޟዮዮ㎯ਗޠᎍⅶ⊓ૹ
૽⼏ᭀቯ❭ศ  ❥⼏ޟዮྃዮᐔጱ㐳ޕޠ
ၒ㓳⍴ረྸ᱂┱ޟഓޠ
㧘ᔂᛮᚽცⲌイ⧃ㅪ⼏
❥ᢿᐨ㒖㗡㔡̌ େ⼏㔵̍
ޕ
ᕻᦳোੋᑂኦᕺ⼏ఢᒎਉᑓ㓒Ⲍޔᔥᔥᥲᗡ
⼏ሳ⁸ᨒફޔ㓹ᦑᔮ❋ㅍੋ᳁⼏⧃ᆕ჻ᨒફ
ᑼឳਗᥲ⭈ῆᐊḓޕ
㨇㎓㧦ለя⢓㨉
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䊋䊮䉮䉪䈱྾ᣇᣇ 䋨䋹䋩 ᓸ╉䈱࿖䉺䉟䈎䉌䉺䉟䈱䉥䊋䉬䉕ઍ䇱ᧁ䈪䈢 㩸㪖

ጤ⦁ޓ㓷⟤㧔ᣣᧄ㧕

   ޣᣣ⸥ޠ ߁ࠃࠆ߇ࠤࡃࠝޔࠎߐࡀࡈޟ ޤ
࠲ࠗߩࠝࡃࠤߦߪߚߊߐࠎߩ⒳㘃߇ ߣޔሶߤ߽߇  ੱߘࠈߞߡߘߘᵅ߈
ࠅߩߘޔਛߢ߽ࡐࡇࡘߥߩ߇ޔᅚߩ↢ ߥ߇ࠄߞߡ߈ߚߩࠢ࠶ࡁޔ߽ߢࠎߥޕ㖸
㚂ߦ⢛㛽ߣౝ⤳߇ߊߞߟߡᓨᓝߔࠆ ࠍ ࠕ ࠼ ߢ ߩ ࠆ ߔ ߇ ߣޔ㐿 ߌ ߡ ߺ ࠆ ߣ ⺕ ߽  ߥ
߁ᄸᕋߥࠝࡃࠤߢࠣࠬ㧔ITCUYY㧕ߣ ߣߥߒ߆߅ޔᕁߞߡ࠼ࠕࠍߒࠆߣޔ
߁ޕ
߹ߚࡁ࠶ࠢߩ㖸߇ߒߚߩࠎߛߊޕߪࠇߎޔ
߹ߐ߆ߘࠇ߇ᣣᧄߦ߽ࠆߣߪᕁࠊߥ ࠣࠬߦ㆑ߥߘޕࠆߢߩ߁ߣޔ
ޕࠎߖ߹ߩ߽ߥࠎߘޟㇱደߦᏫߞ
߆ߞߚ߽߆ߒޕઍߢߎ ߒߣߞ߽ޕࠆߢᧁޘߪ
ߊ⸒߁ߣઍߩ࠲ࡦࠢ࠶ࡇࡦࠝᧁޘኋ ߡኢߥߐߡߞ⸒ߣޠሶߤ߽ߚߜࠍㅊ
ߒࠍࠕ࠼ޔ㐽ߚߪߊࠄ߫ߒޕᄖߢࠩࡢࠩ
ᴱߢࠆޕ
ࡢߒߡߚ߇ߡ߇߿ޔ㕒߆ߦߥߞߚࠇ߿ޕ
ዋߒ߫߆ࠅᤨ⸘ߩ㊎ࠍᚯߔߎߣߦߔࠆޕ
߿ࠇߣᕁ㔚Ἦࠍᶖߔߣޔᐲߪᦝߦᄢ߈
ߎߩ  ਛᣨߦޔߪࡃࡦࠦࠢߩࠬࡓ
ߥᵅ߈ჿߦട߃ߡᑈਅࠍࠆ⿷㖸߇㗀ߡ
ߦዊቇ↢  ฬࠍᒁ₸ߒߡጤᚻ⋵⧎Ꮞ
߈ߚޕ߇ߡࠎߢ⋧ᚻߦߒߥߩߢޔᐲ
Ꮢ ࠍ ⸰ ࠇ ߚ ⧎ ޕᏎ 㕍 ᐕ ળ ⼏ ᚲ ߇ ਥ  ߔ ࠆ
ߪหⴕߩ࠲ࠗੱᅚᕈࠬ࠲࠶ࡈޔ
ࡀࡦ㧔0KGPI㧕
ࠗࡂ࠻ࡉࠗࡦ࠲࠽࡚ࠪ࠽࡞ࠫࡘ
ߩ ㇱ ደ ߦ ⴕ ߞ ߚ ߩ ߛޕ
ࠃࠆ߇ࠤࡃࠝޟ
࠾ࠕࠬࠢ࡞ߣ߁ࠗࡌࡦ࠻ߦᓙߐࠇ
߁ ߣޠᶡߥ߇ࠄߩ⸷߃߇⡞ߎ߃ߡߊࠆޕ
ߚߩߢࠆ߿ࠗ࠹ࠬࡓࡎޕᣣᧄߩዊቇ↢
ߐ ߡ ⴕ ߞ ߡ ߺ ࠆ ߣ ߪ ࡦ ࡀ ޔ࿎ ᖺ ߩ ╉ 㗻 ߢ
ߣߩวหࠠࡖࡦࡊߥߤߩᵴേࠍㅢߓߡᣣᧄ
ߞߚ╉ߩ߈ߣ߁߁ߎޕ㗻ߣ߁ߩߪޔ
ߣ࠲ࠗߩᵹࠍ࿑ࠈ߁ߣ߁⋡⊛ߢࠆޕ
ᣣ࠲ࠗㅢߩᔕߢࠆߩߥ߇߁ࠃߒޕ
ߒ߆߽⧎ޔᏎᏒߩࡎ࡞ߢⴕࠊࠇࠆޟ⇇
ߢߩ↵ޔሶ  ੱߪߩㇱደޔᅚߩሶ  ੱߪ
વ⛔ᢥൻ⑂〭⥰ࠗ࠲ߩߢ࠻ࡦࡌࠗ߁ߣޠ
ᅚᕈࠬ࠲࠶ࡈߩㇱደߢኢ߆ߖࠆߎߣߦߒ
ߩᛲ㔺ޟߦࠄߐޔశߣ㖸ߩࡍࠫࠚࡦ࠻ޠ
ߚޕߩㇱደߩࡌ࠶࠼ߪቢోߦභߐࠇޔ
ߣ߁ർᎹᴡᎹᢝߢߩᄢⷙᮨߥ⧎Ἣᄢળ
ߒ߆߽㝷㒰ߌߩߚ߆ࠅߪߎ߁ߎ߁ߣὐ
ߢ߽࠲ࠗ⥰〭ࠍᛲ㔺ߐߖߡߊߛߐߞߚߩߢ
ߌߚ߹߹ߢࠆޕ߇ߥߊߥࠆߣࠝࡃࠤ
ࠆޕ
߇߿ߞߡߊࠆߣ⸷߃ࠆߩߢޔᄖߦࠆߎߣ
ሶߤ߽ߚߜߪޔ58#㧔߇ᚲዻߔࠆ 0)1㧕 ߽ߢ߈ߥ⚿ޕዪޔሶߤ߽߇ኢߟߚߩߪ
߇ ㆇ ༡ ߔ ࠆ ࿑ ᦠ 㙚 ߩ વ ⛔ ⥰ 〭 ᢎ ቶ ߩ ࡔ ࡦ ඦ೨㧝ᤨㆊ߉ߢߞߚޕߪޔሶߤ߽↪ߩ
ࡃ߆ࠄߩㆬᛮ࠴ࡓߢࠅߩߘޔṶᛛߪ ޔㇱደߢኢࠆߎߣߦߒߚ߇ޔሶߤ߽ߚߜ߇
ࡊࡠߦ߽ഠࠄߥޕ࿁ޔᢙਁੱ߽ߩ⧎Ἣ ߈ࠆࠎߓ߾ߥ߆ߣ᳇ߦߥߞߡߗࠎߗࠎኢ
‛ቴࠍ⋡ߩ೨ߦߒߡ߽ޔሶߤ߽ߚߜߪ⤪ ߟߌߥߦߜ߁ࠆߡߒ߁ߎ߁ߘޕᄛ߇
ߔࠆߎߣߥߊߦṶᛛࠍ߿ߞߡߩߌޔⓨ ߌߡߒ߹ߞߚޕ
߽ഀࠇࠎ߫߆ࠅߩᜉᚻࠍߚߛߚޔߚ߹ޕ
⠉ᣣߩߪߥ߁ߘߚޔኢਇ⿷ߢࠆޕ
⇇વ⛔ᢥൻ⑂ߢߩ࠲ࠗ⥰〭ߪర⚕ߦ߽
㘧ⴕᯏߦਸ਼ࠅㄟߺޔ߁ࠃߒࠅ⌁৻ࠇ߿ࠇ߿ޔ
ᄢ߈ߊߣࠅߍࠄࠇޔሶߤ߽ߚߜߩ༑߮ࠃ
ߣᕁߞߚࠄޔሶߤ߽߇ਇߘ߁ߥᖱߢ⡞
߁ߞߡߞߚࠄߥ߆ߞߚޕ
ߡ߈ߚޕ
ࡎࡓࠬ࠹ࠗ߿ࠠࡖࡦࡊߢ߽ޔ㕙⊕ߎ
ߩߎ ޟ㘧ⴕᯏߦߪࠝࡃࠤߪߥ
ߣߪߚߊߐࠎߞߚߩߛ߇ߪߢߎߎޔഀᗲ
ࠃߨ㧫ޠ
ߒߡߦࠤࡃࠝࠍޔㅴࠃ߁ޕ
ߘࠇߦߒߡ߽ޔߪ࿖▤ℂዪߦឭ⸒
⇣ᢥൻ⊒ߩ㛳߈ߦḩߜḩߜߚᣣᧄṛ
ߒߚᧄߩࠤࡃࠝޕ㇌࿖ߪᢿߓߡ᳓㓙ߢ
߽ᦨ⚳ᣣߣߥࠅࠗ࠲ޔሶߤ߽࠴ࡓ৻ⴕߪ ޔ㒖ᱛߔߴ߈ߢࠆޕ
ࠝࡦࡇ࠶ࠢࡦ࠲ߦᛩኋߒߚ࠶࠲ࠬޕ
ߣߎࠈߢ↵ߩࠬࠣޔᕈ ߽߅ࠅ߹ߒ
ࡈߣሶߤ߽ߪߩޘㇱደߦಽ߆ࠇޔ߽ޔ
ߡࡦ ࡂ  ࠣ ޔ㧔ITCJCPI㧕 ߣ  ߁ ߘ ߁ ߢ ߔޕ
ਭߒ߱ࠅߩᐔࠍኼߢࡌ࠶࠼ߦᮮߦߥࠆ ⠀ ߇  ߞ ߡ ⓨ ࠍ 㘧 ߴ ࠆ ߣ ߩ ߎ ߣޔߣ ߞ ߈ ޕ
ߣޔᑈਅߢሶߤ߽ߩᵅ߈ჿ߇⡞ߎ߃ࠆߢߪ ሶߤ߽߇㘧ⴕᯏߩਛߢᔺ߇ߞߡߚߩߪࠣ
ߥ߆ޕߏߣ߆ߣᕁߞߡ࠼ࠕࠍ㐿ߌࠆߣߩࡦࡂ ޔᣇߢߒࠂ߁ޕ
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All Directions of Bangkok (9) From Thailand - A Pleasing Country
I Saw a Thai Spook in Yoyogi?!?
Masami IWAFUNE (Japan)
[August 30, 2001]
There are a whole variety of spooks and
ghosts in Thai folklore. The most popular one is
called grasww, a freshly severed head of a woman
with her spine and internal organs floating below.
I certainly had not expected to meet one
in Japan. Least of all, in the accommodations of
Yoyogi Olympic Center.
But I’m getting ahead of myself... let me turn
back the hands of time.
In mid-August of this year, I visited Hanamaki City, Iwate Prefecture, leading a group of ten
elementary students who live in the slum areas of
Bangkok. Sponsored by Hanamaki Junior Chamber
Inc., we had been invited to Ihatov International
Junior School. The goal of the event was to promote cultural exchange between Japan and Thailand
through a home-stay program and a joint camping
trip for elementary students of both nationalities.
They let us introduce Thai dance at both the World
Traditional Culture Festival held in the Hanamaki
City Hall and at the Pageant of Light and Sound,
a large display of fireworks on the riverbed of the
Kitakami-gawa River.
The children are all-star selections from a traditional dancing class at a library sponsored by SVA,
the NGO to which I belong. Their performance
is as good as the professionals’. Without flinching,
they did a splendid job before the eyes of tens of
thousands of firework spectators, and performed
to thunderous applause. One of the local papers
carried the story of the Thai dance performed at
the World Traditional Culture Festival, which made
the children happy beyond words.
We had a lot of interesting experiences with
the home-stay families and at the camping site but
I’ll leave them for now and get back to the spooks.
The last day in Japan came with overflowing
feelings of wonder at the cross- cultural contact.
The team was put up at the accommodations of
the Yoyogi Olympic Center. Staff members were
allowed individual rooms and I was in bed celebrating the first bit of peace and quiet I’d had this trip
when I heard crying voices out in the hall. What

could the noise be? I ran to see what was the
matter. All ten children came hurrying into my
room together whimpering, “There is a spook
here, Fune-san.” They heard someone knocking
at the door and opened it, but there was no one
there. They closed the door and AGAIN they
heard knocking. “It must be the grasww,” they
whispered. “No way,” I said, “It can’t be a grasww.
Go to sleep in your rooms” and I pushed them
out of my room, closing the door. After buzzing
around for a while they finally went quiet. I gave
a sigh of relief and turned off my switch. And
guess what? The hall echoed again with their
footsteps and still louder cries. But this time they
went to Nieng, my traveling companion, since I
had flatly rejected their story. “There are spooks
haunting outside!!” cried appealing voices laced
with tears. I went to Nieng’s room and found
her wearing a perplexed smile. Thai and Japanese
have something in common with this type of smiling. Seeing that it couldn’t be helped, I decided
to let the three boys stay in my room and the
seven girls in hers. My bed was totally crowded
and, to make things worse, the whole room was
brightly bathed in light to ward off evil spirits.
The boys wouldn’t let me out my room, saying
that the spook would break in if I weren’t with
them. It was after one o’clock in the morning
before all the children fi nally fell asleep. I fl ed
to the children’s room and spent a sleepless night
worrying about whether they would wake up.
Next day, I was completely starved for sleep.
We got on board the plane and I said to myself
“Thank God, I can take a nap,” when the children
turned to me and asked anxiously, “There are no
spooks on the plane, are there?”
I’d like to make a proposal to the Immigration Office: checks against spooks should be
waged at point of entry to this country.
By the way, there is a male version of the
grasww, it’s called the grahang. They say it has
wings and can fly in the sky. Perhaps it was the
grahang that the children were afraid of in the
plane?
[Translated by: M. Kawashima]
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ࠆޕᓥߞߡޔߦ࿁ߩ࠹ࡠߩ㚂⻎⠪߇ࠄ߃ࠄࠇ
ߦߟߌࠆߴ߈ၮᧄࠍዊߐߥᤨ߆ࠄቇ߱ߎߣߪޔㅢ
ߡ߽⇣ߩߎޔᏱߥޟଔ୯ⷰࠍޠฃߌ⛮ߋੱ㑆߇ࠆ
ߩޟଔ୯ⷰࠍޠᜬߟߣ߁⋡⊛ߦะ߆ߞߡߩᄢ߈ߥ
㒢ࠅᦨ⚳⊛ߥ⸃ߦߪߥࠄߥߢߪߥ߆ߣ߁ᥧ
ജߣߥࠆߩߢߪߥ߆ߣ⠨߃ߡࠆޕ
ổߚࠆ᳇ᜬߜߦ㒱ߞߡߒ߹߁ޕ
ߩⶄ㔀ᄙጘߦࠊߚࠆ⇇ᖱࠍ⠨߃ࠆߣޔ
⇇ਛߩੱ㑆߇ޔหߓޟଔ୯ⷰߩޠਅߢ↢ᵴߒ ޔ⇇߇ㅢߩޟଔ୯ⷰޠᜬߟߥࠎߡනߥࠆᄞ‛⺆ߦ
ⴕേߔࠆߎߣߪਇน⢻ߛࠈ߁߆㧫ޟଔ୯ⷰ ߘޔߪޠㆊ߉ߥߣ߁ᜰ៰߽ࠈ߁߽ߢޕᕁߒߡ᰼ߒ
ߩੱ߇ⷫ߿వ↢߆ࠄฃߌߚᢎ⢒ޔ⢒ߞߚⅣႺ⚻ޔᷣ ޕ㑆߽ߥߊ߁ߣޠࡠ࡙ޟㅢߩㅢ⽻ࠍࡐࠤ࠶
⁁ᴫޔ᳃ᣖߩવ⛔߿㘑⠌ߪߦࠄߐޔାᄺߔࠆቬᢎߥ ࠻ߦࠇߡ⥄↱ߦⴕ߈᧪ߢ߈ࠆ࡛ࡠ࠶ࡄߩ࿖ޘ
ߤᄙߊߩⷐ࿃ߦࠃߞߡ߹ࠆ߽ߩߢࠅ߆ߕࠊޔ߇ ߘ߫ࠊޔඨ♿ߣዋߒ೨߹ߢߪᢜᣇߦಽ߆ࠇ
ߩੱߩੱᩰߘߩ߽ߩߢࠆޕᓥߞߡޔᚑੱߒߡ߆ࠄ ߡ߅ޔߦᘾߺวޔᲕߒวߞߡߚߎߣࠍੱޕ
ߘߩੱߩޟଔ୯ⷰࠍޠᄌ߃ࠆߎߣߪኈᤃߢߥޕ 㑆ߪᄌࠊࠅ߁ࠆߩߛߣ⑳ߪାߓߡࠆޕ
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South Wind

Call for Respect for Common Values in the World
- Thinking over the terrorism that took place in the U.S. Nobuhito KIYOSAWA (Japan)
My wife and I spent nine days from October 9 touring four central European countries, including Germany and the Czech Republic. Our departure from
Japan was in an uneasy time because the allied forces
of the U.S. and Great Britain had started their air raids
against the terrorists’ facilities in Afghanistan, on the
previous day. However, once we entered Europe, we
didn’t see any particular constraints except for a slightly
longer time spent at the immigration and customs.
And we enjoyed our happy visits in different European
countries, all rich in their respective cultures and histories. Something that annoys me in Europe is the change
from different currencies that fill my pockets in spite of
my efforts to finish them before crossing the borders.
But we shall be free from them in a few months. Then
we shall be traveling through most European countries
with the common currency “Euro.” Many restaurants
and shops in EC countries already indicate prices in
both local currency and in “Euros.”
The series of terrorist incidents that took place in
the U.S. shocked me a great deal. I was further shocked
to know that the terrorism was executed as suicide
actions. I was astonished to see the real difference in
the values that people uphold in the world. The incident was an abomination, involving innocent civilian
victims. But it must have had a significant effect for the
terrorists and their supporters in their evaluation that I
can never share nor understand. Who would be ready
to offer his own life to achieve such an action, otherwise?
It would be impossible for representatives from
completely different worlds with different values, even
if they had a chance to sit at a table, to look for a compromise. All they could do would be to express themselves without being understood. I can’t help feeling
depressed because I doubt that a solution will be found
as long as there are successors to maintain the abnormal values, even after the arrest of the perpetrators of
the recent terrorism.
Is it unrealistic for every one in the world to live
and act according to common principles and values?
Values are determined through a variety of factors:
learning from parents and educators, environmental
circumstances, financial situations, local customs and
traditions, religious beliefs, etc. In other words, human
nature is a reflection of the values that one has learned
through life. Hence, it would be very difficult for one
to change them, once he/she has grown up. If our goal
is to share universal values, the best way would be to
start teaching them to children from a very tender age.
Something very important that we have to consider is
that we should not impose values dominant among the

conquerors or powerful people on defeated or weaker
people. Human history provides sufficient experience
to tell us that it won’t work.
Then, do we have any way to identify common and
universal values? I would say, “Yes!” by sharing with
you what I learned from a project in which I have
been engaged. A volunteer group of M.I.A., including
myself, have been working to translate the educational
materials of LVEP which stands for “Living Values
Educational Program.” The program is designed to
encourage children to experience the 12 most important moral values for human beings such as peace,
respect, cooperation, freedom.... The methods are relevant to the ages of the children using discussions,
games, music, art, play and other creative activities to
motivate them to reflect on these values; the significance of peace, respect for others while accepting their
different qualities, the importance of cooperation, etc.
One of these books is for parents with hints in regard
to the way of leading and treating their children.
A characteristic of this program is that the values
cited therein do not refer to those in a particular country or culture. The program grew out of an international project to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the
United Nations. Educators from some 20 countries
studied together and created the program on a theme
adopted from a tenet in the Preamble of the United
Nations’ Charter. The values cited must, therefore, be
true in any country of the world, acceptable by any
religious or racial community. Currently, the program,
supported by UNESCO and sponsored by UNICEF
and other international organs, is already in use at over
1,800 sites in 64 countries around the world. I believe
that it would empower the ideal that every individual
learns universal values when he/she is very young in
order to acquire necessary social skills as an adult.
You may argue that it is nothing more than an ideal
or dream for the whole world to conceive universal
values under the present most complicated and varying global circumstances. But I would like you to recall
what I mentioned earlier. The European countries
where we shall soon be able to go around freely with a
single currency, the Euro, in our pockets were enemiesone against another-hating and killing each other until
jut over half a century ago.
I firmly believe that human beings are capable of
change.
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[Translated by: Y. NAKANO]
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M.I.A. Chatting Room – Let’s talk over a cup of tea!
We very much welcome your attendance at our M.I.A. Chatting Room. Every 2nd Tuesday of each month is your time
to come across the mutual understanding and communication between Japanese and non-Japanese residents. Feel free to
visit the space, and please bring snacks of 200 yen worth with you. (Tel. 03-3578-3530)
December 11 (Tue.), 19:00 – 20:30, Minato City Hall 9th floor, #911
Januar y 8 (Tue.), 19:00 – 20:30, Minato City Hall 9th floor, #914
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This program for rediscovering Japan is conducted in English. Meetings are held monthly on the third Saturday.
Can you fully and confidently express yourself when discussing Japan and your own country? There may be some things
you have overlooked or features which you will want to reexamine after hearing someone else’s ideas.
Meetings include time for free discussion among participants. Everyone is welcome.
Date: Saturdays, December 8, February 16 and March 16
Time: 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Place: Mita NN Hall, Space D, 4-1-23 Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo
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Post-script
This issue includes two contributed articles referring to the series of terrorist attacks that took place in the U.S. Ms.
Harumi Stephens reports how U.S. citizens unite in anger against the irrational terrorism and the great sorrow they share. Mr.
Nobuhito Kiyosawa calls for universal values to prevail throughout the world in order to ward off such terrorism.
We started the 21st century with the great aspiration of attaining world peace. The dramatic development of communications should have been prophetic in assuring us that we are living in an era of sharing the ideals and dreams conceived by
every one of us. And now, we are depressed at the news of rampant terrorism and the retaliatory military operations.
Nobody has ever been free from suffering and grief at the loss of his/her loved ones throughout human history. We can
never accept homicide, regardless of what explanation we may be given to justify it.
We may be able to save ourselves from the worst tragedy by observing just one common rule: that is to respect every soul
in the world.
Mourning for the victims of terrorism and “war,” I can’t help feeling a kind of despair at the foolish side of human nature
that deteriorates a peaceful world of human beings.
Editor in Chief: Yoshiko NAKANO
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Your Contribution is Welcome
By exchanging opinions with other people, who are from different cultures or backgrounds, in “South
Wind,” we hope we are able to recognize the diversity of our society and deepen our mutual understanding and friendship with each other. Please take full advantage of this opportunity to express your opinions!
The Editorial Committee reserves the right accept, reject and/or edit articles submitted for publication.
How to contribute:

Please write your essay in Japanese, English or Chinese.

Send contributions to:

South Wind Editorial Room; Minato International Association
Minato City Hall 8th Floor, 1-5-25 Shibakoen; Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8511
Fax: 03-3578-3537 E-mail: s-wind@minato-intl-assn.gr.jp
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